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EIZO FORIS FS2735 
27” Gaming Monitor with Smartphone and 
Cloud Connectivity 

EIZO is making the FORIS FS2735 
available just in time for the new 
year. The 27-inch gaming monitor 
was first previewed at the latest 
Gamescom trade fair. The EIZO 
solution combines state-of-the-art, 
high-performance monitor hardware 

with smartphone and cloud solutions under the brand of EIZO 
G-Ignition software. 
AMD FreeSync and Blur Reduction with LED backlights ensure the 
fluid, artifact-free display of moving images, in addition to the 
refresh rate of 144 Hz. The changeover time offers a best value 
of 1 ms (gray-gray). The extremely low input lag of 0.05 frames 
enables immediate response to game events. The high-quality 
FS2735 IPS panel with 2560 x 1440 pixels promises a clear and 
vibrant image display.  

Smart Insight Demolition of the FS2735 enhances visibility in 
dark gaming scenes or backlighting. Brightness and color 
saturation are automatically adjusted in critical situations. Not 
only is the gamma curve manipulated, shade and light areas are 
intelligently brightened or darkened and the textures are 
enhanced. Freely selectable default settings via G-Ignition create 
the ideal gaming environment for strategy and shooter games. 

Technical specifications: EIZO FORIS FS2735 
 IPS LCD with 2560 x 1440 pixels for outstanding image quality  
 The LCD panel’s maximum refresh rate of 144 Hz works 

together with FreeSync technology of 35 to 144 Hz to produce 
fluid, fast image reproduction free of artifacts and image tears 

 Smart Insight Demolition for perfect reproduction right down 
to the last detail 

 Extremely short latency: 0.05 frames – action and effect with 
no perceptible time offset 

 1 ms gray-gray changeover time thanks to Blur Reduction for 
the resolution of motion blur 

 G-Ignition Drive, EIZO’s cloud sharing platform with optimal 
game profiles for display settings 

 G-Ignition Mobile, simple operation via Bluetooth and 
smartphone, including smartphone messenger service  

 Flicker-free image reproduction at any brightness thanks to 
hybrid brightness control 

 Recommended retail price: €1099 (incl. VAT) 
 Available now 
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